Skin involvement in SSc is an important marker of disease activity, severity and prognosis, making the assessment of skin a key issue in SSc clinical research. We reviewed the published data assessing skin involvement in clinical trials and summarized the major conclusions important in SSc clinical research. A systematic literature review identified randomized controlled trials using skin outcomes in SSc. Analysis examined the validity of the different skin measures based on literature findings. Twenty-two randomized controlled trials were found. The average study duration was 10.2 (S.D. 4.5) months, mean (S.D.) sample size 32.4 (32.6) and 26.7 (27.8) in intervention and control arms, respectively. The 17-site modified Rodnan skin score is a fully validated primary outcome measure in diffuse cutaneous SSc. Skin histology seems to be an appropriate method for evaluation of skin thickness. These findings have important implications for clinical trial design targeting skin involvement in SSc.
Introduction
SSc is a multi-organ disease characterized by thickening, hardening and tightening of the skin. Skin thickening is caused by increased collagen and intercellular matrix formation in the dermis and by temporary oedema, probably caused by microvascular injury. Finally, in the end stage, the skin becomes thin, atrophic and often tightly tethered to the underlying tissue [1] .
More extensive skin thickening coincides with more severe internal organ manifestation(s), poor prognosis and increased disability. The modified Rodnan skin score (mRSS), which uses palpation to estimate skin thickness, is currently considered the most appropriate technique for measuring skin involvement in SSc, at least in dcSSc [1] . Our aim was to analyse the evidencebased data on the skin assessment instruments in SSc and, in particular, their use in clinical trials as either primary or secondary end points.
Literature search
As part of a large international collaborative work [2], we performed a systematic literature review. PubMed was searched for the period between 1995 and 26 January 2010, using the Cochrane Highly Sensitive Search Strategy for identifying randomized trials ( Table 1) . The search produced 3865 titles. Two reviewers (D.E.F. and D.K.) reviewed the output, examining both titles and abstracts. Altogether, 138 studies dealing with skin involvement in SSc were selected. Some earlier papers (from before 1995) and later (until March 2011) published data were also included (Table 2 ) if these were judged to be relevant (by consensus) [3, 4] .
Of the 138 selected studies and including the additional search results discussing methodological issues based on the randomized controlled trials (RCTs), relevant data were extracted and analyzed by two independent reviewers (MP and DO). The quality of the RCTs was evaluated by the Jadad score [5] . All references cited in this article were categorized according to the level of evidence (Table 3) by two independent reviewers (M.P. and D.O.).
RCTs with skin outcome
The main characteristics of the 22 RCTs finally selected are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . The study duration was a mean (S.D.) of 10.2 (4.5; range 324) months. The mean (S.D.) number of patients in the active arms (summed) and control arm was 32.4 (32.6; range 6137) and 26.7 (27.8; range 694), respectively. More than half of the studies (n = 14, 63.6%) were double blinded. Among the 12 RCTs with Jadad score 54 [4] , 10 were placebo controlled [615] , one compared two different drug doses [16] and one had a crossover design [17] . Eleven applied skin outcome as primary end point.
Regarding the inclusion criteria of the 22 RCTs, age was not an inclusion criterion in 10 trials (45.5%). The analysis of age at onset in the European Scleroderma Trials and Research (EUSTAR) database (n = 8, 554) did not reveal any significant difference in mRSS between the late-onset Genovese et al.
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Change in mRSS at week 24 group (onset 575 years of age) and the rest of the cases [18] , indicating that an upper age limit does not seem to be a crucial inclusion criterion [19] . Subsetting of SSc (dcSSc or lcSSc) was clearly specified as a criterion in 13 (59.1%) trials, and a limit on disease duration was required in 14 trials (63.6%). Disease duration as an inclusion criterion varied between 15 months and 7 years (or was not specified), and several RCTs put a special focus on early SSc. Severity of skin manifestation was not a specific criterion in most of the trials (n = 16, 72.7%).
No specific criteria were applied with regard to the progression of skin manifestation in 13 (59.1%) trials, whereas stable disease was required in 6 (27.3%). Three studies (13.6%) involved patients with progressive disease; the most recent applied the skin thickness progression rate (STPR) for its determination.
The primary end point was the outcome of skin involvement in 17 trials (72.3%). Seven of the trials (31.8%) included biological agents [8, 11, 13, 14, 2022] . No definitive conclusion can be reached from these data regarding the efficacy of biological drugs [23] . Improvement of skin symptoms as a primary outcome was observed with MTX in one study, although the difference compared with placebo was not statistically significant in that study [12] . Johnson et al. [24] pointed out that the study was underpowered to detect smaller but clinically important effects. On re-evaluation of the data with a Bayesian approach, they found favourable odds of beneficial treatment effects [25, 26] .
From this analysis, the mRSS is the most widely applied measure to evaluate drug efficacy on skin involvement, and also to categorize patients by skin disease severity and progression. Also, small sample size, chosen to make the trial feasible using one or two centres, is a major challenge in RCTs targeting SSc subgroups (e.g. early dcSSc studies with other restrictions as well), so other clinical study designs and analyses deserve consideration to avoid statistically underpowered studies [25, 26] .
mRSS
The mRSS is a 17-site assessment instrument to quantify the thickness of the skin and the extent of involvement in SSc [1] . The mRSS reflects disease activity and severity, and it is appropriate for assessment of skin, especially dcSSc, and early cases in particular [1, 27] .
Natural disease course and mRSS improvement in trials
The course of mRSS in patients with dcSSc was analysed based on pooled data of three large RCTs [7, 8, 16, 28] . Results of this post hoc analysis suggest that skin thickening of dcSSc patients recruited into clinical trials does not necessarily follow the same trend in natural history as previously reported. The improvement in mRSS independent of treatment group was also detected in a placebo-controlled CAT-192 RCT by Denton et al. [21] . The importance of considering the natural disease course in clinical trials was also highlighted in the scleroderma lung study [9] . Meta-analysis by Merkel et al. [29] confirmed that currently there are no variables that reliably identify groups of subjects whose mRSS will predictably increase or decrease during the course of a clinical trial. This metaanalysis suggested that early patients respond in the same manner as later patients (with active skin involvement) enrolled in trials that were pooled, so there may be innovative ways of enrolling active dcSSc patients, such as worsening skin involvement or elevated inflammatory markers. These findings have significant implications for clinical trial design in early dcSSc and challenge the feasibility of studies of the prevention of worsening.
Minimally important differences of mRSS and sensitivity to change
Minimally important difference (MID) is considered clinically meaningful in the case of mRSS, as change of >25 or 30%, based on surveys but not on statistical MIDs [16, 2931] . In a D-Pen trial, statistical minimal differences were a change in mRSS of 3.25.3, or 1525% of the baseline skin score of 21. This is smaller than the expert-and survey-defined MID >30% [16, 32] . MID estimates may depend on baseline scores. Moreover, it is questionable whether some areas have a stronger impact on the total score. According to Kaldas et al. [33] , the chest, forearms and hands had moderate (0.500.74) effect size; however, the lower extremities, face, abdomen and fingers had only small effect size (0.160.49) in dcSSc [7, 8, 33] .
Change in mRSS as a predictor of survival and overall morbidity Progressive changes in skin thickness scores over a 2-year period were related to mortality and scleroderma renal crisis in a cohort of dcSSc patients who were being followed up as part of a D-Pen trial [16] in dcSSc [34] . Steen and Medsger [35] have also found that skin thickening has longer term (510 years) prognostic value in dcSSc [36] . Tyndall et al. [37] used the EUSTAR database (n = 5860). mRSS was an independent risk factor for mortality, with a hazard ratio of 1.20/10 score points. Hachulla et al. [38] analysed the French Itiné rAIRSclé rodermie SSc cohort (n = 546, 1347 patient-years) and confirmed the association of Rodnan skin score and increased mortality, with hazard ratio of 1.045 per one point.
With regard to the relationship between skin thickness and morbidity, the latent trajectory model, by Shand et al., identified three subgroups of patients demonstrating a similar trajectory of skin score changes, using unbiased mathematical analysis [31] . One group had low mRSS score (mean 20) at baseline and improved (33%) during the trial. The two other groups had high baseline mRSS score (mean 25 and 42, respectively); one included improvers (28%) the other non-improvers (worsening of 5%). The results confirm that the extent of skin disease is correlated with mortality, but its relationship with overall morbidity is more complex.
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Disease progression measure and disease activity indexes based on mRSS The STPR has been recently defined by Domsic et al. [39] as the mRSS at the first visit, divided by the duration of skin thickening (in years) by patient report. Rapid STPR was an independent predictor of early mortality, development of scleroderma renal crisis and severe cardiac disease [39] .
The extent and change in skin involvement plays a large role in some disease activity indices [40, 41] . In the currently available, partially validated disease activity index (the European Scleroderma Study Group activity index, EScSG), skin involvement contributes 35% to the total index score. In a large consecutive SSc patient cohort, the mRSS was correlated with the EScSG activity index, both at baseline and at 1 year reinvestigation [41] . In another available partially validated activity index, the skin domain also plays an important role, with a representation of 29% [41] .
Impact of gender, ethnicity and environmental factors on mRSS assessment Nashid et al. [42] examined the baseline differences and course of mRSS, HAQ-Disability Index (HAQ-DI) and forced vital capacity percentage between men and women, and among three different ethnic groups. The course of skin thickness, functional disability and lung function was similar among genders and among ethnicities, even though there were several baseline differences between men and women and among the three ethnic groups. These findings confirm that there is no need to apply restrictions with regard to gender and ethnicity in RCTs studying skin manifestations of SSc [42] .
In summary, the mRSS is a fully validated gold standard and widely used tool to assess skin involvement in dcSSc (Table 6 ). Its applicability is limited in late stage disease. Further research is required to improve our knowledge on its applicability in specific patient subgroups and clarify the current minor uncertainties. In future studies, both multicentric approaches, with larger sample size, and methods for cohort enrichment for dcSSc are required. Further research may be required for clarifying the potential differences in the natural disease course of skin involvement in patients with anti-toposoisomerase I vs patients with anti RNA polymerase III. Regarding mRSS assessment, minimizers and maximizers show a better performance with regard to the sensitivity to change.
Evaluation of late stage disease: tethering score
The University of California Los Angeles skin tethering score considers 10 skin regions scored from 0 to 3 for skin tethering, with a maximal score of 30. Inter-and intra-observer reliability of the University of California Los Angeles skin score has been quantified and found acceptable, and has demonstrated sensitivity to change [43] . It has been applied as a primary end point alongside the mRSS in an MTX trial [12] , but it is rarely used.
Durometry, plicometry and elastometry
Different methods can be used to assess different skin properties; that is, mRSS for thickness, cutometry for skin elasticity and durometry for skin hardness [44, 45] . Unfortunately, these measurements are not performed at exactly the same body sites. Furthermore, these sites are too large for such instruments and they have been used in several different ways: sequential measurements at different regions of these sites (e.g. testing every 2 cm over the entire length of one arm); or only one measurement at a predefined specific region of these sites (e.g. periumbilical aspect of the abdomen). The consecutive assessment is very time consuming if it is performed for each body site. In the single measurement approach, one may miss involved skin, and the sensitivity to change is probably low because of sampling issues. These methods have not been adequately tested for use at the present time. (Table 6 ). In a single centre and in a multicentre trial both intra-and inter-observer reproducibility were higher for durometry than for mRSS [44, 46] . Change in durometry scores was correlated with change in mRSS (r = 0.700.77). For each level of mRSS there was a wide and overlapping range of durometre readings, which makes it very difficult to assign a non-overlapping range of durometry scores to particular mRSS scores [46] .
Plicometry
Plicometry is commonly used to measure the s.c. plica in obese individuals (Table 6 ). Nives Parodi et al. [47] performed measurements of plica thickness in only nine skin areas. High specificity (9599%) and a high negative predictive value (95.5100%) were found. Inter-observer variation was very low [47] . In a paper by Filaci et al. [48] , plicometry could detect a significant improvement of skin involvement after CSA and iloprost treatment. Basso et al. [49] showed similar usefulness of plicometry. Although interesting, this methodology has not undergone formal validation, so its use in clinical trials is not recommended at present.
Elastometry
Skin elasticity can be measured with several different mechanical instruments. The cutometer lifts the skin into a measurement chamber by vacuum, followed by relaxation (Table 6 ). Skin elasticity was evaluated at 74 body areas, with high intra-and inter-observer agreement. The correlation coefficient between mRSS and elastometry was 0.67 [50] . Ishikawa et al. [51] investigated skin elasticity at only two regions. In this cross-sectional study, significantly less distension and retraction ability of the skin of patients with dcSSc was found compared with values of patients with lcSSc and normal controls [51] .
Of the above, the durometer is the best validated for hardness and may be a useful instrument. All the other instruments need to be validated further to clarify whether they are also appropriate for this use.
Ultrasound
Most studies use a 1025 MHz US probe. In clinical practice, this method has difficulties very similar to durometry; sequential measurements are time consuming, and in single or a few standardized sites, one may overlook positive cases, and the sensitivity to change is probably lower than that of the mRSS ( Table 6 ).
Given that tissue thickness, echogenicity and vascularity vary with age and body site and show diurnal variation [3], accurate US evaluation of skin lesions is very difficult. Kaloudi et al. [52] used high-frequency US for measurement of skin thickness at two different sites on the second digit of the dominant limb. A highly significant correlation between the global mRSS and the local dermal thickness at the two examined sites (P = 0.032, P = 0.021) was detected [52] .
Moore et al. [53] investigated dermal thickness at 17 sites of 39 patients with SSc. Intra-observer variability ranged from 0.55 to 0.96; the inter-observer variability ranged from 0.65 to 0.94. The inter-observer variation for the anterior chest was fair (0.84). Akesson et al. [54] investigated the usefulness of US in a longitudinal study. The measurements were performed at only five skin sites. Increasing echogenicity in patients with dcSSc was seen at 2 and 3 years in all areas except the forearm. Some years later, this workgroup compared skin assessment by mRSS and by high-frequency US in patients with early dcSSc [55] . The skin involvement of the chest could be detected earlier by US than by palpation. Kuhn et al. [56] investigated the effect of bosentan on skin fibrosis in patients with SSc. There were no significant differences noted in the results of US analysis, although patients with both dcSSc and lcSSc exhibited a statistically significant mean difference in the mRSS compared with normal. The authors explain this difference between results of US and mRSS by the difficultly of interpretation of the high-frequency US examination.
US could be a secondary or exploratory end point and will require highly experienced sites, although its pathological significance is not clear and it is also not clear what changes in the US denote. These and the minimally required, most relevant sites to be assessed by US need further research.
Skin histology for the assessment of skin involvement in SSc
Activity and damage There is a good correlation between total mRSS and both wet and dry biopsy weights. The dry weight as a percentage of wet weight was constant both in lcSSc and dcSSc. There were no differences between the early and late disease subsets in lcSSc and dcSSc for either wet or dry biopsy weights [57] , indicating that although mRSS is a very useful method for assessing disease activity, it is not totally independent from tissue damage and is likely to represent a severity score (combination of activity and damage).
Cell types and biomarkers
We found only 4 studies of 20 where analysis of skin biopsy specimens was performed for assessment of primary or secondary study end points.
Black et al. [14] examined the effect of IFN-a therapy on skin involvement in patients with early dcSSc. The median reduction of type I collagen secretion of IFN-atreated patients was not significantly different from the placebo group. Enomoto et al. [58] investigated the effect of photopheresis on clinical, immunological and apoptosis (skin biopsy) parameters. The only significant observation was the induction of apoptosis in leucocytes by photopheresis. Denton et al. [21] examined consequences of recombinant human anti-TGF-1 antibody (CAT-192) therapy in SSc. Real-time quantitative PCR analysis of fibrosis markers (COL1A1, COL3A1, TGFB1 and TGFB2) demonstrated that levels of mRNA for these markers were increased in affected skin obtained from patients with SSc, but there was no change during treatment.
Denton et al. [59] did not find clear benefit of infliximab treatment in dcSSc at 26 weeks, but it was associated with clinical stabilization and a rediction in two collagen markers.
Daoussis and Andonopoulos [60] investigated the effect of rituximab therapy. Administration of rituximab significantly reduced the number of B cells in three patients (who had clinical responses) but had no effect on the remaining three patients of the rituximab group (who did not respond) [60] .
It should be commented that the techniques for obtaining and storing skin biopsies vary a great deal. Methods for biopsying skin have been published, should be included in clinical protocols and should be followed [61] . There is no standardized skin biopsy procedure [62] , although skin histology seems to be an appropriate method for the evaluation of skin thickness in SSc (Table 6 ).
Questionnaires
Several new scleroderma-specific self-reported measures have been created in the last few years [63] , but only one (the EScSG activity index) was developed originally for assessment of sclerodermatous skin lesions [41] . Most of the 138 studies reviewed used general (not organ-specific) patient self-assessment questionnaires. Out of the standard disability indexes and quality-of-life assessments, patients' visual analog scale (VAS) for global assessments of health was used in 17 studies.
At least partially skin-related and scleroderma-specific questionnaires (not counting questionnaires about RP and digital ulcers) were performed in only seven studies. These were the Scleroderma Health Assessment Questionnaire (SHAQ), the fully validated scleroderma UK functional score, which focuses on disability caused by skin tightness in the upper limb and proximal muscle weakness [59, 64] , the self-rating VAS for perceived pain, stiffness and skin elasticity [65] , a VAS about patient self-assessment of skin disease [44] , the functional assessment [66] , the patients' skin assessment score and physician's skin score [67] , and functional discomfort as determined for each hand by SSc patients on a VAS [68] .
In a recent manuscript about bosentan therapy for skin fibrosis, a VAS was used to evaluate several parameters, but the only significant result was seen for breathing problems [56] . The conclusion is that sufficiently validated selfrated VASs or skin self-assessment questionnaires are not currently available, and future work is required to clarify the role of these particular instruments in clinical trials and to assess the impact of skin involvement on SSc patients' quality of life.
Further assessments closely related to skin involvement
Maximal oral aperture, hand mobility, grip strength and tendon friction rubs were applied as secondary outcomes in several trials (Table 5) . Wherever a detailed description was presented, variability could be found between the methods applied [7, 1113, 15, 16, 22, 32, 6980] (Table 6 ).
Discussion and conclusions
We present here the results of a systematic literature search for SSc studies of skin outcomes, for the period between 1999 and 2011. The design and end points of the available RCTs were analysed, and skin assessment tools were critically evaluated, based on literature findings. Most of the RCTs were placebo controlled in the past, although ethical issues may arise in today's world to prevent the use of placebo arms in RCTs. Other designs can be considered, such as comparing the test drug with the standard of care, adding the test treatment to the background standard of care or having a well-defined escape arm in the RCT.
Good-quality evidence has confirmed the validity of the mRSS as an assessment tool for skin involvement in dcSSc; its applicability is limited to early stages of the disease. Given that there is significant inter-observer variability in mRSS assessment, patients should be evaluated by the same investigator throughout a study, and a careful teaching course for mRSS assessment should be strongly considered before starting the study [81] . The skin change trajectory before the study start may enrich a study for higher sensitivity to change.
Other skin measures, such as elastometry, durometry and US, are not fully validated, although they may be used in an exploratory capacity or may be incorporated to validate these methods. Furthermore, especially for local treatment, skin biopsy is appropriate and, in certain studies, a necessary tool for skin assessment.
It is important to note that new classification criteria of SSc have been established in 2013 that will undoubtedly lead to changes in clinical trial designs [91, 92] . The new criteria enhance the detection and involvement of early and very early SSc patients in RCTs. This new tool, however, might increase the involvement of overlap cases that on the one hand, deserve attention when setting up the inclusion an exclusion criteria and, on the other hand, hamper comparability with former trials [93] . Valuable systematic reviews have been published in specific areas, such as evidence on therapeutic options [94] , the role of ultrasonography [95] , antibodies [96] and quality-of-life assessment tools [97] . These basically seem to confirm, albeit update and refine, our main observations. Analyses of the EUSTAR database provided further insights that should be considered when designing future studies [98, 99] .
Owing to the multi-organ involvement and heterogeneity of active SSc, one should consider the use of composite outcomes, such as the Combined Response Index of SSc and patient-reported outcomes [100] .
